Reconstructing discrete bidimensional sets from their projections is involved in many different problems of computer-aided tomography, pattern recognition, image processing and data compression. In this paper, we examine the problem of reconstructing a discrete bidimensional set S satisfying some convexity conditions from its two orthogonal projections (H, v). We develop an algorithm that starts out from (H, V) and reconstructs set S, when S is a convex polyomino, in polynomial time. At the same time, we show that determining the existence of a row-convex (column-convex) polyomino or set with connected rows (columns) having assigned orthogonal projections (H, V) is an NP-complete problem. Moreover, by using the algorithm to reconstruct convex polyominoes from their two orthogonal projections we prove that the numerical matching with target sums problem can be solved in polynomial time if its sequences are unimodal.
Introduction
A cell is a unitary square [i, i + l] x [ j, j + 11, in which i, j E NO. Let S be a finite set of cells. The ith row projection and the jth column projection of S are the number of cells in the ith row and in the jth column of S, respectively. In this paper, we examine an aspect of the reconstruction of objects from their projections: that of establishing the existence of an S set of cells, in which the ith row projection and the jth column projection are equal to hi and Uj, respectively, and H = (k hz, -**9 h,)~N"'and I/=(u1,u2,..., u,) E N" are two assigned vectors. Determining the existence of an S set having assigned projections (H, V) means establishing the existence of solutions to the following system in n + m equations and in n + m binary variables si,j:
(1.1) objects called polyominoes (see [13, 15, 181) and they are related to many different problems, such as:
Tiling : We examine the possibility of tiling finite figures of n = Z + Z [3, 9, 16] and the whole plane fl [2, 4] by means of a finite set of assigned polyominoes.
Enumerating : We examine the possibility of enumerating polyominoes according to their various parameters [lo, 281 . Such problems are also studied by physicists because they serve as models for many physical phenomena [27] .
In Section 3, we show that the decision problem regarding the class of convex polyominoes can be solved in polynomial time. In Section 4, we prove that the problem regarding the classes of row-convex (column-convex) polyominoes and of sets having connected rows (columns) is NP-complete. We also use the algorithm that reconstructs convex polyominoes to show that the numerical matching with target sums problem (NMTS, see [14] ) can be solved in polynomial time if its sequences are unimodal.
Preliminaries

Let S be a finite set of cells. A column (row) of S is the intersection of S with infinite vertical strip [i, i + l] x R (horizontal R x [i, i + l]), in which i E No.
Notations. We say that a set S of cells satisfies properties p, v and h if p: S is a polyomino, v: every column of S is a connected set, h: every row of S is a connected set. A set S belongs to class (x) (SE(X)) iff it satisfies the property x.
We now introduce the following definitions: S is a convex polyomino if SE (p, v, h), S is a column-convex polyomino if SE (p, v), S is a row-convex polyomino if S E (p, h).
We introduce the notion of satisfiability because it allows us to define the problem of reconstructing a cell set S from its projections.
Definition 2.1. Let H = (h,, h2, . . . . h,)E N"
and V= (ul, u2, . . . . 0,)~ N.". The pair (H, I') is said to be satisfiable in class (x) if there is at least one set SE(X) such that S's ith row projection and jth column projection are equal to hi and aj, respectively,fori=l,2 ,..., nandj=1,2 ,..., m. We also say that S satisfies (H, V) in (x).
We can now define the following problem: The convex polyomino in Fig. 1 
satisfies (H, V) and therefore (H, V) is satisfiable in (P, v, h).
The following proposition directly follows from the above definition.
Proposition2.2. LetH=(hl,h2 ,..., h,,,)~WandV=(~~,v~ ,..., v,)EN".Zf(H,V)is
sutis$able in (x), then:
Consequently, if a set of cells SE(X) satisfies a pair (H, V) having HE N" and VE N", then S is contained in a rectangle R of size n x m (see Fig. 1 ).
The RSP problem on (p, v, h)
In this section, we define an algorithm that establishes the existence of a convex polyomino satisfying a pair of assigned vectors (H, I') in polynomial time. We then prove that RSP problem on (p, v, h) is solved in polynomial time.
Let us take two vectors HE M" and I/E N" and a convex polyomino A that satisfies (H, I'). From Proposition 2.2 it follows that A is contained in a rectangle R of size n x m. Let Given a pair of vectors (H, I'), we make some attempts to reconstruct the polyomino to find out if there is at least one convex polyomino A that satisfies it. We show that, if all our attempts fail (that is, we are not able to reconstruct A), then (H, v) is not satisfiable in (p, v, h).
Our algorithm's first step is to check to see if (H, V) satisfies Proposition 2.2's conditions. If so, we go on to construct A's feet. A's foot PS is made up of h, columns and so it can have n -hl + 1 possible positions. Let us examine the ith position of Ps, in which the PS's first column is R's ith column (see Fig. 2 ). We denote this foot as Ps(i) and find that it is made up of the columns going from the ith to the (i + h1 -1)th column, whose lengths are equal to Vi, ai + 1, . . . , Vi +,,, _ 1, respectively. The number of possible positions for feet PN, PE and Pw is equal to n -h, + 1, m -vi + 1 and m -u, + 1, and, therefore, the number of possible positions for the four feet is (n -hi + l)(n -h, + l)(m -u1 + l)(m -u, + 1) < n*m*. For each of possible positions, we attempt to construct a convex polyomino LI satisfying (H, V). Assuming that (i,j, h, k) is one of these positions, we denote Q&j, k, h) as the set made up of feet p&), PE (j), Pi&), ~~(~) (see Fig. 3 ).
We assume that a convex polyomino n exists that satisfies (H, v) such that Q(i, j, k, h) c A. We call kernel any set tl of cells such that Q(i, j, k, h) c a E A, and we call shell any set B of cells such that ,4 E B c R. Consequently, the shell contains A, while the kernel is contained in A. Assuming that a:= Q (i, j, k, h) and /3 := R, the basic idea of the algorithm that reconstructs ,4 by starting out from Q(i, j, k, h) consists in reducing the shell and expanding the kernel by means offilling operations that take advantage of the convexity constraint and vectors H and K The shell is reduced by eliminating the cells not belonging to /1 from /3. Vice versa, the kernel is expanded by putting the cells belonging to n into a. If polyomino /i exists, the reconstruction algorithm stops when a = ,4 = 8. If ~4 does not exist, the reconstruction fails, that is, the filling operations produce a kernel CI and a shell /I such that a $/I. In this case there is no convex polyomino having its feet in position (i, j, k, h) that satisfies (H, F') and so the algorithm is performed starting from another position (iI, j,, kI, h,) .
We label a's cells "1" and the ones not belonging to B "0". Since Q(i, j, k, h) s a, the cells belonging to the feet are labelled "1". We now define the filling operations acting on R's rows and columns that expand the kernel and reduce the shell. Since the operations are performed on the rows and the columns, we introduce the following notations:
R', ai, /3' indicate R's ith row, and the cells of a and /3 belonging to R's ith row (that is, ai = a n R' and Ii = /IA R'), respectively.
Rj, aj, /?j indicate R's jth column, and the cells of a and /3 belonging to R's jth column (that is, aj = a n Rj and Bj = /9 n Rj), respectively. It is worth noting that c(i, l(a')) (c(i, r(a'))) is the leftmost (rightmost) cell in rxi, while c(d(aj), j) (c(u(c~~), j)) is the lowest (up~~ost) cell in oli.
Kernel expansion
Connecting operation @ On row R': (al) if a' = 8, then @(a') = a'; (az) if ai # 0, then @(a') = {c(i,j): f(a') < j < r(ai)}. On column Rj: In this situation, if we perform operations 0, 8, 8 and 0 on R' and Rj, we can easily prove that:
Consequently, operations 0 and @ expand a, while 8 and 0 reduce fi. It follows that the algorithm that reconstructs n initially sets This directly gives the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. If the algorithm produces a kernel a and a shell fl such that a g/3, then there is no convex polyomino A that satisjies (H, V) and such that Q(i, j, k, h) G A.
Therefore, if we perform $, 9, a,, 0 and obtain a +/I (i.e., the cells put into the kernel by 0 and @ do not belong to the shell or the cells eliminated from the shell by 0 and 0 belong to the kernel), there is no convex polyomino n that satisfies (H, V) and such that Q(i, j, k, h) G A. In this case, the attempts to reconstruct fail and the algorithm stops, chooses a different position of the feet (iI, j, , kI, h,) and repeats the whole procedure on Q (i 1, j, , kI , h 1 ). As previously mentioned, the cells inserted in the kernel by 0 and @ are labelled "l", while the cells eliminated from the shell by 8 and 0 are labelled "0". As a result, the algorithm stops if a cell previously labelled "0" has to be labelled "l", or vice versa.
If we get a and /I such that a = b and a is a convex polyomino, then a = A. Otherwise, there is no a convex polyomino containing Q(i, j, k, h) and that satisfies 0% V.
Let us now assume that neither of previous situations has occurred (i.e., there has been no failure and a # /.?). The algorithm produces a kernel a and a shell /I that cannot be further changed by filling operations and such that a c fi (see Fig. 4 ). In this case, we are not yet able to say that there is a convex polyomino n that satisfies (H, V), because there are some example in which a and /I are invariant with respect to operations 0, 8, @, 0, a c fl and the polyomino n does not exist. Therefore, in order to establish the existence of A, another operation has to be performed. We define evaluation v of /I -a as an arrangement of the "1" and "0" on cells of /.I -a such that all the cells of /3 -a are labelled, we denote v(a) the new kernel obtained. Determining the existence of A is thus linked to determining the existence of an evaluation v of /I -a for which v(a) is a convex polyomino that satisfies (H, V) . In order to describe and justify this further step, we must determine the shape of a and /-I when they are both invariant with respect to the filling operations and a E fi. We In Example 3, we have ai = 8 and @(a') # 8, and performing the coherence operations, we obtain ~(0~l~ilil~l2~1211~~~0)=0~~~~~11111~~~10 Therefore, ai = {c(i,j): 7 <j < lo>, /? = (c(i,j): 2 <j < 15} and r(ai) -1(fl') + 1 = r(f) -l(a') + 1 = hi = 9.
Remark 1. Let us take row R' into consideration. From property (3.1) of the preceding proposition, we deduce that l(a') -I(/3') = r(P') -r(a'), that is, the number of /I' -ai cells on the left of a' coincides with the number of cells on the right of ai. Moreover, since ai c p, we obtain that r(ai) -I(a') + 1 < hi < r(p') -I(/?') + 1.
In the first case of Example 4, we have I(a') -I(/?') = r(/?') -r(ai) = 1 and 6 < hi < 8, and in the second l(a') -/(pi) = r(/3') -r(a') = 5 and 4 < hi < 14.
We now want to calculate the time required for constructing a and /I invariant with respect to the filling operations. The algorithm performs the four operations on row R' for i= 1,2,..., m and then on column Rj for j = 1,2, . . . . n and repeats this procedure until a and /3 cannot undergo any further changes. Performing @, 8, @I and 0 on row R' (column Rj) involves a computational cost of O(m) (O(n)). Therefore, every time these operations are performed on all the rows and columns, O(nm) operations are performed. The procedure is repeated less than nm times because it always inserts at least one cell in a or eliminates at least one cell from /I. Since the number of R cells is equal to nm, the procedure cannot be repeated more than nm time. Consequently, a and /I are constructed in 0(n2m2) time. In case of failure, that is, the algorithm generates a and /I such that a qk /?, the computational cost is still 0(n2m2).
At this point, we are able to describe the criterium that starts out from a and fi, invariant with respect to the filling operations and such that a c /I, and which allows us to establish the existence of an evaluation u of /I -a for which u(a) is a convex polyomino that satisfies (H, v). We first start by assuming that kernel a is a convex polyomino. We then examine the case in which a is a not convex polyomino and introduce some procedures that further expand the kernel and further reduce the shell. In this way, we produce a convex kernel and bring the problem back to the former case.
Let us then assume that kernel a E (p, v, h). From Proposition 3.2, it follows that b is a convex polyomino and that: From definition of C, we have: the degree of each of G's vertices is equal to 2; if (a, b) E E, then a # b; every component of G contains an even number of vertices. Fig. 5 is an example of the graph on fi -CI. It follows that G is a cycle or a union of disjoint cycles, each of which contains at least 4 vertices. The graph in Fig. 5 is made up by 3 disjoint cycles. Determining a cycle in G requires a linear time with respect to the number of its vertices. Since the cycles are disjoint, the time required for constructing G is O(nm). Every vertex of the graph is a cell of B -tl that can be labelled "1" or "0" and so the vertex can assume two different states. We can say that c(i, j) E V has value 1 or 0 depending on how c( i,j) is labelled. It follows from definition of G that, if a vertex has value x E f0, 11, then the values of the vertices belonging to the cycle containing c(i, j) are univocafly determined by x. In fact, if (c(i,j) , c(i',j)), {c(i,j), c(i,j'))EE, then the value of cfi', j) and c(i,j') is 55 Consequently, a cycle in G can only assume two states and, in each state half of its vertices have value 1 and the other half 0, and the vertices of each cycle edge have value 1 and 0 (see Fig. 6 ). We indicate G's cycles by ((Vi, I?,), ( V2, E,) , . . . , (V,, &)I. Assuming that c(i,j)~ V,, we label the cell with the boolean variable xk and, arting out from c(i, j), we go through the cycle labelling the vertices xh or )zk, according to whether the number of edges between the vertices and c(i,j) is even or odd. The labelling can be done during the graph's construction (see Fig. 6 ). By assigning some values to the boolean variables x1, x2, . . . , xk, we obtain an eValUatiOn of the Cycles in G because each assignment determines the state of a cycle. An evaluation of G's cycles coincides with evaluation u of /I -a and it therefore originates a kernel v(a).
Proposition 3.5. For each evaluation v of the cycles in G, o(a) satisfies (If, V).
Proof. Let u be an evaluation of the cycles in G. In order to prove that u(a) satisfies (H, v), we have to show that Iv(a)'1 = hi and (u(a)jl = uj. From Remark 1 it follows that
By evaluating the cycles in G, if c(i, j)EBi -ai and has value x, then the cell c(i, j')E/? -ai, such that lj -j'( = hi, has value 2. Therefore, the number of cells in fii _ ai having value x coincides with those having value 2 and, consequently, it coincides with I(a') -I(/?'). It follows that the number of cells in u(a)' labelled "1" is: Proof. Let v be a connected evaluation on R'. Since, condition (3.2) holds, given clause &_ 1 v zh, there are three possibilities: ifh<qthenZh_i=Oandzh=O; ifh=qthenz,_,=Oandz,,=l; if h > q then zh-1 = 1 and zb = 1. In each case, clause zh-1 v zb is equal to 1 and therefore F is equal to 1.
Vice versa, if the values of Z's elements satisfy F (that is, F is equal to 1 for these values), then clause &,_ 1 v zh is equal to 1 for each h E [2..p]. If we make the absurd assumption that the evaluation v of G's cycles is not connected on R', then there is at least one q E [2. .p] such that zq_ 1 = 1 and zq = 0. But this means that &_ r v z4 = 0 and that is absurd. Therefore evaluation u is connected on R'. 0
We use the same procedure for S(p -a). Let us cross over Rj from the bottom towards the top and denote the boolean variables associated to the S(/?' -xi) cells by 2 = (Zi, zz, . ..) zJ. We have that u(cl)j is connected iff the values assumed by Z's elements satisfy the clause collection F (3.3) over X.
We denote z(i,j) the variable associated to cell c(i,j)~ W(/I -a) u S(B -a) and denote Therefore, if the kernel and the shell obtained by the filling operations are such that a c /I and a is a convex polyomino, then the problem of determining the existence of a convex polyomino that satisfies (H, V) is linked to the 2-SATISFIABILITY problem (also referred to as 2SAT [14] ). In fact, C is a clause collection over X = ( Xl, x2, ..*, xk} made up of clauses containing two variables. The 2SAT problem can be solved in linear time with respect to the number of C's clauses and X's variables (see Cl] ). The number of X's variables coincides with the number of G's cycles and is therefore less than nm/4. The number of F i {Fj)'S clauses is less than n/2 (m/2) and so the number of C's clauses is less than nm. As a result, the time needed to find out if there is an assignment of values of X's variables that satisfies C is less than O(nm). Moreover, the number of operations needed for constructing C is less than nm. Therefore, if we start out with a and /I invariant with respect to the filling operations and such that a c /3 and a is a convex polyomino, then we can find out if (H, V) is satisfiable in (p, v, h) in O(nm) time.
Let us now assume that the kernel a generated by the filling operations is not a convex polyomino. Our method starts out with a and p satisfying the condition (1) a and p are invariant with respect to the filling operations, a c /? and a 4 (p, v, h), and performs a further expansion of a and reduction of /I such that the problem falls into one of the previous cases. In other words, a and B are generated such that: Fig. 7 . Positions of the feet that allow us to obtain a kernel cr$ (p, V, h).
(2) a+:B, or Therefore, if this condition does not hold, the above mentioned polyomino A does not exist. Consequently, once the position Q(i, j, k, h) of feet has been chosen, the algorithm checks to see if condition (3.4) holds and, if so, performs the filling operations. Given our definition of the operations, the only positions of the feet able to originate a and fi satisfying condition (1) are the ones shown in Fig. 7 . Moreover, from Proposition 3.2, it follows that, if ai # 0, then ai and /Ii are connected (the same holds for the columns). Therefore, if we start out with the positions illustrated in Fig. 7 and perform the filling operations we obtain a and /3 satisfying condition (l), then a is made up of two or more disjoint convex polyominoes. Initially, a := Q(i, j, k, h) and, therefore, these two polyominoes, denoted A, and AZ, contain the feet. If we start out with the positions shown in Fig. 7 (a), then P,(i), P,(h) belong to A, and P&j), P,(k) belong to A,. Let us assume A, and A, be the following: A, = {c(i,j)Ea:
Let r, and s, (r2 and s2) be the positions of A, (A,)'s row and column as shown in are contained in A. The algorithm thus expands the kernel by inserting these sets in a.
If there are no failures in this expansion (that is, we obtain CI c p), we repeat the filling operations and the new generated a's and p's satisfy one of the conditions (l)-(4). If we obtain that a and /? still satisfy condition (l), then the kernel is expanded in the same way as above, and so on. It is worth noting, however, that the filling operations may produce a and /3 satisfying condition (1) ifc(i,j)EBz, then thereis c(i,j')e/l-a such that lj-j'l =hi. We can thus define a graph G = (V, E) on /3' -ai and Bj -aj for i E [l .
.pl] and jg [l ..qJ (that is, with V = A u B1 u B2), as previously done when a was a convex polyomino (see Fig. 9 ). It can be seen that G's vertices are of 1 or 2 degree. In fact, if These walks are made up of alternating sequences of horizontal and vertical steps (that is, each horizontal step is followed by a vertical step and vice versa). Let us assume that u. E Bi and U/E Bj are the first and last vertices of a walk C in G, respectively. If u. and V/ belong both to B1 (or B2) then C's first and last steps are both vertical or both horizontal and therefore C is made up of an odd number of steps. On the contrary, C's first and last steps are of different kind and so C is made up of an even number of steps. As a result, if we assume that x and y are the boolean variables associated to co and u/ and consider the fact that each vertex ok in the walk is associated with x or 2 according to whether the number of steps between uk and u. is even or odd, we have y = 2 in the first else y = x in the latter (see Fig. 10 ).
Let us now take cell c(p, + 1, q1)6 B1 into consideration. This cell is the starting vertex of a walk in the graph whose final vertex u/ belongs to B1 or B2. If uf E B1 then y = X, and so if x = 0, then y = 1. But the polyomino n that satisfies (H, V) has to be =o convex and so this case is not acceptable (see Fig. 11 ). Consequently, if V, E B1 and n does exist, then x = 1 and so cell c(pi + 1, ql) is labelled "1".
Analogously, if uI is the last vertex of a graph's walk starting from c(p,, q1 + 1) and uIc B2, then cell c(pt, q1 + 1) is labelled "1".
Let us now assume that uJ E B2 and U/ E B1. We denote x1 and x2 the variables associated to c(p, + 1, ql) and c(pi, q1 + 1) and y, and y2 the variables associated to uI and u/, respectively. Therefore, y, = x 1 and y2 = x2. In this case variables xi and x2 are such that x1 = 1 and x2 = 1. In fact, if x1 = 0 and a polyomino ,4 that satisfies (H, V) exists, then x2 = 1. Therefore, y, = 1 and x1 = 0 (see Fig. 12 ). But the polyomino /1 that satisfies (H, V) has to be convex and so this case is not acceptable. Cells c(p,, q1 + 1) and c(p, + 1, ql) are thus labelled "1".
It follows that: if u~'/E Br, then cell c(p, + 1, ql) is labelled "1"; if U/E B1, then cell c(p,, q1 + 1) is labelled "1"; if uI E B2 and U/E B1, then cell c(p,, q1 + 1) and c(p, + 1, ql) are labelled "1". The same holds when the feet's initial position is the one shown in Fig. 7(b) .
In other words, if the filling operations generate o[ and /3 satisfying condition (l), then the procedure EXP used for expanding the kernel is made up of two possible alternatives:
(a) If x1 and /iz belong to a, the walks in the graph starting from cells c(pi, q1 + 1) and c(pi + 1, ql) are constructed and these two cells are inserted in a according to the above mentioned procedure, (b) If xi and L2 do not belong to a, these areas are inserted in a. After this, the filling operations are repeated and a and /? satisfying one of the conditions (l)- (4) Let us now establish the number of operations necessary for obtaining a and /I satisfying one of the conditions (2)- (4). Let w1 and I1 (w2 and Iz) be, respectively, the width and length of A, (A,). We perform the EXP procedure and if we obtain w1 + w2 > n or I1 + I2 > m, then, by means of the filling operations we generate a and fi satisfying one of the conditions (2)-(4). If we perform the EXP alternative (a), then cell c(p, + 1, qi) or c(p,, q1 + 1) is added to polyomino A, and therefore w1 or I1 increases by 1. If we perform both the EXP alternative (b) and the filling operations and wl , I1 do not change, then if we repeat EXP, we perform alternative (a). It follows that the maximum number of times EXP and the filling operations are performed to obtain a and #I satisfying one of conditions (2)- (4) is less than 2(n + m).
The walks built by alternative (a) are disjoint and their construction requires a linear time with respect to the number of vertices, while the number of operations required for inserting 3, and x2 in o! is linear with respect to the number of cells inserted. It follows that EXP's complexity is less than, or equal to, O(nm) and therefore the number of operations performed by EXP to obtain a and fl satisfying one of conditions (2)- (4) is less than, or equal to, O(n2m + nm').
At the end of each EXP procedure, the filling operations are performed until we obtain ct and /3 invariant. This invariance is obtained when the operations are performed on each row and column and a and /I do not change. Consequently, the number of times that the filling operations are performed on all rows and columns is less than 2(n + m) + nm. Since we perform O(nm) operations when performing @, 8, @ and 0 on all rows and columns, by starting out with Q(i, j, k, k) satisfying condition (3.4), we define a and /I that satisfy one of conditions (2)- (4) in O(n2m2) time.
However, as previously seen, if a and /I satisfy one of conditions (2)- (4), O(nm) time is required to find out if (H, v) is satisfiable in (p, v, h) . Consequently, since it can be determined in linear time that Q(i, j, k, h) satisfies condition (3.4), the existence of a convex polyomino n that satisfies (N, V) such that Q(i,j, k, h) c A is verified in O(n2 m2) time.
Since the number of possible positions of the feet Q(i, j, k, h) is less than a2m2, we deduce that:
Theorem 3.9. The RSP problem on (p, v, h) can be solved in a time that is less than or equal to O(n4m4).
RSP problem on (p, v), (p, h), (v) and (h)
Let us examine the following problem: The NMTS problem is NP-complete, because the Numerical 3-dimensional matching is NP-complete and there is polynomial transformation that reduces it to NMTS problem (see [14] ). Proof. It is easy to see that RSP on (p, v) belongs to NP, since a nondeterministic algorithm needs only guess a column-convex polyomino /i and check in polynomial time that n satisfies (H, V).
We give a polynomial time reduction from NMTS to RSP. Let an arbitrary instance of NMTS be given by: two disjoint sets with n elements: X = {x1, x2, . . . . ~"1, Y = (yl, y2, . . . . y,,>, a function s: X u Y 3 fV polynomial in n, a vector V= (ur, v2, . . . . V,)E N". We must construct two vectors H'E W and V'E N" in such a way that (H', V') is satisfiable in (p, v) iff the set X u Y can be partitioned into n disjoint sets Al, A*, _ _. , A, such that Vie[l..n] Ai = (x, y) with xeX and YE Y, and s(x) + s(y) = Vi* Assuming that ZJ~ = S(Xi) and di = s(yJ, for 1 < i < n, two vectors of positive integersU=(u,,u, ,..., u,)andD=(di,d2 ,..,, d,) are obtained from X and Y. Each element ui (di) is associated with a column containing ui (di) cells. We join these columns as shown in Fig. 13(a) . We define the pair of vectors (H', V) (that is, the RSP instance) as follows:
H' %f (h;,h' 2,. . . , ha), where hf is the number of cells in the ith row of the polyomino in Fig. 13 , Since, the number m of polyomino's rows is such that m=maxU +maxD=max(s(x): XEX} +max{s(y):y~Y}, the function s is polynomial in n and the number of polyomino's columns is equal to n, then pair (H', V') can be constructed in polynomial time in the size of given NMTS's instance. It is worth noting that there is a k E [l .
.m] such that h; = hi + 1 = n, because all of U and D's elements are positive integers (see Fig. 13(b) ). Let us assume that (H', V') is satisfiable on (p, v). There is a column-convex polyomino A such that the ith row projection and the jth column projection are equal to hi and uJ, respectively. Since hi = h ;+ 1 = n, n's kth and (k + 1)th rows are n long. Moreover, _4 is vertically convex and so we can associate a vector D' = (d;, d;, . . . . d;) e N" to A's columns made up of its first k rows and a vector u'=(u;,u;,..., U:)E N" to A's columns made up of the subsequent m -k rows (see Fig. 14 ). Polyomino A satisfies (H', V') and so its ith column is uf long and therefore vectors U' and D' are such that Vi E [l ..n] u: + df = Vi. We now prove that U' and D' are a permutation of U and D, respectively. Let us examine polyomino A, obtained from the columns associated to U' lined up according to their decreasing length (see Fig. 14(b) ). Since A satisfies (H', V'), the length of Ai's jth row is equal to !z;+~. Let us examine polyomino ,42 obtained by the columns associated to U lined up according to their decreasing length (see Fig. 13(b) ). According to our definition of H', the length of /l'sjth row coincides with h;+j and so n 1 = A,. As a result, U' is a permutation of U. We show that D' is a permutation of D in the same way. Therefore, there is a permutation cr of U and a permutation p of D such that us(i) + dp(i) = Di for i = 1,2,. .., n. Consequently, set X u Y can be partitioned into n disjoint sets Al, AZ, . . . Fig. 15 , we obtain a column-convex polyomino that satisfies (H', V').
Therefore, NMTS a RSP on (p, v) and the theorem is proved. Cl
By symmetry, the problem RSP on (p, II) is NP-complete. It can also be proven that NMTS a RSP on (v): in the same way, we obtain an instance (H', V') of RSP related to an arbitrary instance of NMTS. If (H', V') is satisfiable on (v), then there is a set n with connected columns having its ith row projection and thejth column projection equal to hl and vi, respectively. However, h; = hi+ 1 = n and so ,4's kth and (k + 1)th row are n long. Therefore, n is a column-convex polyomino. By proceeding in the same way, a partition Ai, Al, . . . , A,ofXu
Ysuch that Vie[l.
.n] Ai= {X,(i),y,(i)} with X,(i,EX, ypci,E Y and s(x,ti)) + S(y,(i,) = Ui can be obtained from /I.
Vice versa, if a partition of X u Y like this exists, then a column-convex polyomino exists that satisfies (H', V'). But (p, v) c (v) and so (H', V') is satisfiable in (v).
In other words, we have: 
Let us take a variant of NMTS problem:
Instance: Disjoint sets X and Y, each containing n elements, a function s:X u Y + N that is polynomial in n, and a vector V = (ui, u2, . . . , U,)E N". 
